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stored within a neural network. Recent findings
suggest that there are mechanisms that regulate
the allocation of memory to specific neurons in a
network and modulate the synaptic selection
processes that determine where these memories
are stored (Fig. 1).
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Although memory allocation is a subject of active research in computer science, little is known about how
the brain allocates information within neural circuits. There is an extensive literature on how specific types
of memory engage different parts of the brain, and how neurons in these regions process and store
information. Until recently, however, the mechanisms that determine how specific cells and synapses
within a neural circuit (and not their neighbors) are recruited during learning have received little
attention. Recent findings suggest that memory allocation is not random, but rather specific mechanisms
regulate where information is stored within a neural circuit. New methods that allow tagging, imaging,
activation, and inactivation of neurons in behaving animals promise to revolutionize studies of brain
circuits, including memory allocation. Results from these studies are likely to have a considerable impact
on computer science, as well as on the understanding of memory and its disorders.
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information, but they also have far-reaching implications for the design of artificial intelligence
systems and for cognitive disorders. The central
question that we will address here is whether
memory allocation is random or whether specific
mechanisms determine where information is

CREB

ow and where specific items are stored
has a lot to do with how easily they can
be retrieved and used. Organized storage saves space (for example, superfluous or
duplicate items can be eliminated), minimizes
search times, and reduces errors during retrieval.
Memory allocation refers to a set of processes
that determine where information is specifically
stored in a neural circuit. Are there neurobiological processes that determine which cells
and synapses within a given circuit are engaged
during learning, or is this random? Does memory
allocation involve competition between different
cells (or synapses) activated during learning? Do
memory allocation processes take place at
different time scales? The allocation of information is an especially important problem for the
brain because of the enormous number of related
memories stored throughout a lifetime. Without
a mechanism that appropriately groups and
separates memories, how would the brain store
so many complex memories of both similar and
discrete events? One possibility is that the brain
stores related memories in overlapping populations of neurons and in synapses within the same
dendritic branch, so that activation of one
component of the memory increases the likelihood of retrieval of other related components.
This strategy would require mechanisms that
regulate where memory is stored in neural
networks.
The principles and mechanisms of memory
allocation are not only fascinating because of the
insights they provide into how the brain stores
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CREB and Memory Allocation
The cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)
responsive element–binding protein (CREB)
regulates the transcription of other genes and
has a well-known role in the stability of synaptic
potentiation and memory (1, 2). A recent series of
papers (3–5) provided compelling evidence that
there are molecular and cellular processes that
determine which cells are recruited to store information within a neural circuit. In particular, this
work suggested the hypothesis that CREB
activated during learning triggers changes in the
cell (such as an increase in excitability) that then
affect whether that cell participates in subsequent
memories. This idea was tested by artificially
increasing the levels of CREB in amygdala
neurons with the use of a replication-defective
herpes viral vector. The initial results showed that
higher CREB levels increase the probability
(~threefold) that amygdala neurons participate
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Fig. 1. Model of memory allocation in neuronal populations. (A) Neurons in a naïve neural circuit
(open circles) are recruited into encoding episode A (orange). This increases their excitability so
that shortly thereafter, they are very likely to also be involved in encoding episode B (purple). With
time, the increase in excitability wanes, and consequently, episode Z (blue) is no longer stored in
the same neurons. A consequence of this pattern of storage is that recall of episode A will also
result in the recall of episode B (and vice versa), whereas recall of episode Z becomes unrelated to
the other two episodes. (B) Training causes a temporary increase in the activity and levels of CREB.
The CREB gene family of transcription factors includes both activators (they increase transcription)
and repressors. After the initial increase in activators (green section of the curve), CREB repressors
are expressed that decrease the overall levels of CREB activity, thus eventually bringing them below
basal levels (red section of the curve). (C) Higher levels of CREB in a specific cell population result
in increases in the levels of specific proteins (e.g., Scn1b) that, in turn, increase the excitability of
neurons. Thus, two memories acquired while CREB levels are high would be stored in overlapping
populations of neurons. Because the change in excitability would involve transcription and require
the stability of transcribed molecules, such as channels, the time scale of this memory allocation
mechanism would be on the order of hours (or perhaps even days), so that one memory could
affect the allocation of the proceeding memories for many hours.
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allatostatin receptor, only neurons that have the
exogenously expressed receptor can be inactivated by treatments with the allatostatin peptide.
The findings (5) show that inactivating amygdala
cells expressing a virally provided CREB results
in a pronounced amnesia for tone conditioning.
This amnesia could be readily reversed simply by
retesting the mice 1 day later in the absence of
allatostatin, demonstrating both the reversibility
of the allatostatin effects and the link between
activity in the CREB cells and recall. As before,
if CREB was replaced with a control gene in the
viral vectors, then inactivation of the transfected
cells had no impact on memory. Further, the
authors showed that CREB manipulations could
also affect the allocation of memory for conditioned taste aversion (CTA) (5), another form
of memory that engages the amygdala. Animals
that experience intestinal malaise (i.e., nausea)
after eating or drinking an unfamiliar food learn
to avoid that food because they associate it with
the subsequent malaise. Inactivating the neurons
transfected with the CREB virus had a very
specific impact on memory, because inactivation
affected a CTA memory acquired after viral
transfection, but did not disrupt in the same
animals a tone conditioning memory acquired
before viral transfection.
Each of the strategies used to study the role of
CREB in memory allocation has its own limitations. For example, the expression of the
allatostatin receptor could interfere with other
receptors in amygdala neurons and would thus
alter the behavioral results described above.
Nevertheless, the convergence of findings with
three different strategies (ARC cell tagging,
diphtheria inactivation, and allatostatin inactivation) confirms that CREB has a role in the
allocation of memory in the amygdala.
One of the by-products of the inactivation
experiments described above (4, 5) is the finding
that deleting or inactivating 15 to 20% of cells in
an amygdala memory trace does not seem to
affect that memory, whereas deleting 50 to 60%
of those cells does cause substantial amnesia. This
resiliency could be a mechanism for preserving
memories in the face of neuronal death or other
events that would otherwise erase memory traces.
The studies described above also suggest that
there is a competition process that keeps the
number of neurons encoding a given memory
constant (3, 4, 11). Despite 60 to 70% of CREBtransfected cells being ARC positive and hence
engaged in memory (versus 15 to 20% normally), the overall number of ARC positive cells in
the amygdala did not increase. Therefore, it is
possible that there are memory allocation mechanisms that control the size of memory traces so
as to economize storage space. For example,
changes in synaptic inhibition in response to
changes in overall levels of circuit excitability
could provide a dynamic way to control the overall number of neurons involved in a specific
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memory, thus modulating the storage space
allocated to any one memory.
Memory Allocation: Physiological Mechanisms
Electrophysiological studies (5) uncovered a
possible mechanism for how CREB manipulations affect memory allocation. Consistent with
previous studies (12), the findings showed that
the cells transfected with the viral CREB were
more excitable than neighboring cells or cells
transfected with a virus carrying a control gene:
The CREB cells fired more action potentials and
were activated more easily (5) than neighbor or
control cells. Perhaps because CREB cells are
more excitable than these other cells, they are
also more likely to respond to sensory inputs and
therefore be activated during conditioning. Previous studies have suggested that learning
triggers a temporary increase in neuronal excitability (13, 14). This excitability increase could
define a window of time in which related
memories are co-stored in overlapping populations of neurons.
The synaptic inputs carrying information
about tone and shock are known to change the
strength of synapses of neurons in the lateral
amygdala (15). Electrophysiology studies showed
that after tone conditioning, the potentiation of
lateral amygdala inputs is considerably larger in
the cells transfected with viral CREB than in their
neighbors (5). A previous study (16) suggested
that after conditioning, as many as 4% of all
synapses can become potentiated in neurons
recruited into amygdala memory traces. Together, these findings indicate that amygdala cells
transfected with viral CREB are more excitable
than their neighbors and express higher levels of
synaptic potentiation after training, a result
consistent with the hypothesis that these cells
are preferentially chosen during tone conditioning.
However, it is unlikely that CREB alone
regulates which cells are involved in a given
memory. Instead, it is plausible that the recent
activation history of the cell (Fig. 1), as well as a
myriad of molecular processes, including CREB
targets, modulate memory allocation. As outlined
in Fig. 1, CREB-dependent changes in excitability would involve a time scale of hours, so that
one memory could affect the allocation of
proceeding memories for hours afterwards. It is
possible that other cellular allocation mechanisms would have different time scales. Next, we
will review a series of findings that suggest that
neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus may affect
memory allocation with a time scale of days.
New Neurons and the Temporal Integration of
Hippocampal Memories
The adult brain continues to make new neurons
(neurogenesis), and this seems to be important
for a number of processes, including learning and
memory (17). Similar to the CREB-expressing
amygdala neurons (5), newly born neurons in the
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in memory for tone fear conditioning (3). In this
form of Pavlovian conditioning, animals learn to
associate a tone with an aversive event, such as a
mild foot shock. The amygdala is a subcortical
brain structure with a well-known role in emotional memories such as fear memory (6, 7).
Activity-regulated cytoskeletal (ARC)–associated
protein RNA, a gene required for synaptic
function and memory, was used to identify the
neurons encoding a tone conditioning memory.
ARC has been extensively used to determine
which neuronal populations are activated by specific behavioral stimuli (8, 9). Immediately after a
memory test, amygdala cells transfected with the
viral CREB (identified through its fluorescent
tag) were three times more likely to express ARC
RNA (i.e., to be involved in memory) than were
neighboring cells (3). Thus, CREB levels seem to
bias which neurons encoded tone conditioning in
the amygdala. It is conceivable that an interaction
between the effects of the viral vectors used and
the genes transfected could have affected the
results of these early studies. To address this and
other possible confounding interpretations of the
results, cell lesion and inactivation strategies were
also used to probe the role of CREB in memory
allocation (4, 5).
A targeted cell lesion strategy was used to
further explore the possibility that CREB biases
the allocation of memory for tone conditioning in
the amygdala (4). Han et al. took advantage of a
transgenic mouse with a silenced diphtheria toxin
receptor to specifically kill the cells with the
virally delivered CREB in mice. A replicationdefective herpes viral vector carried CREB and a
recombinase that could activate the silenced
diphtheria receptor gene by deleting a RNA
translation stop sequence. CREB biased memory
allocation because killing the cells transfected
with the viral CREB disrupted memory for tone
conditioning, whereas ablating the cells transfected with the control virus had no effect. A
series of elegant control experiments showed that
ablating the CREB cells did not prevent the
animals from making new amygdala-dependent
memories, nor did it affect memories acquired
before viral infection. Instead, killing the cells with
the viral CREB only affected the memory for tone
conditioning acquired after viral transfection.
Targeted killing of nearly 20% of cells in a
neural circuit may have had unintended effects
that could confound the interpretation of behavioral experiments. However, this does not seem
to have been the case, as similar results (5) to
those just described were obtained with another
approach (10) that allows for reversible neuronal
inactivation. This strategy takes advantage of a
Drosophila receptor (the allatostatin receptor)
that can be functionally linked to potassium
channels in mouse neurons. When activated by
the allatostatin receptor, these channels silence
neurons (i.e., keep them from firing action potentials). Because mice lack the ligand for the
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CA3 region. These results suggest that neurogenesis may affect memory allocation: Young
dentate gyrus neurons are preferentially recruited
after spatial learning.
Recent computational modeling studies also
suggested that neurogenesis has a role in memory
allocation (22, 24). The authors designed a model
network that incorporated key specific neuronantomical features of the dentate gyrus, as well
as immature neurons that matured progressively
over time and became connected and fully
functional. As in the dentate gyrus, new neurons
in the model were temporarily endowed with the
highest levels of excitability (18, 19) and synaptic
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Fig. 2. Model of memory allocation within dendritic trees. (A) After learning and subsequent potentiation
of synapses in encoding neurons, molecular components diffuse to nearby (10 mm) unpotentiated spines
for a limited time (10 min), thus resulting in a temporary increase in the probability that these spines will
participate in subsequent learning (i.e., become potentiated themselves). (B) Two memories acquired
within minutes of each other may be stored in similar populations of cells (Fig. 1) and in nearby synapses
(red and purple circles), thus resulting in strong co-recall. (C) In contrast, two memories acquired within
hours of each other may be stored in overlapping cellular populations, but perhaps not in nearby
synapses, which would result in weaker co-recall. Lack of neuronal or dendritic colocalization would
prevent automatic co-recall. Thus, unlike the cellular allocation mechanism discussed in Fig. 1, the time
scale of synaptic allocation mechanisms would be on the order of minutes.
onstrated that 4- to 8-week-old neurons (BrdU+)
are two to three times more likely than old neurons to be recruited into spatial memory (c-fos+
or ARC+). In contrast, 2-week-old neurons integrate into spatial memory circuits with lower efficiencies, and 1-week-old neurons did not integrate
at all (21). These and other results showed that
the timing of neuronal development relative to
training is crucial, and they are consistent with
previous studies showing that 4-week-old (but
not 1-week-old) neurons have the required synaptic structures and physiology to support mature connections with established hippocampal
circuits (23). Once mature, the newly born neurons are thought to receive connections from the
entorhinal cortex and send connections to the

plasticity (20, 25). When the excitability and
plasticity of a specific set of new neurons is high,
they are very likely to participate in the encoding
of incoming memories. Thus, a defined population of newly born neurons would encode and
therefore integrate a set of memories occurring
within a limited window of time. Later, activation
of those new neurons could activate that specific
set of memories.
Once the excitability and plasticity of a
specific group of newly born neurons wane, the
window for memory integration closes and,
consequently, a newer cluster of memories would
be integrated into another group of maturing
neurons. This process continues, with each subsequent set of newly born dentate neurons in-
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corporating a newer set of memories, each set
with a distinct time stamp. Thus, new neurons
with high excitability and plasticity could endow
the dentate gyrus with pattern integration abilities. This idea for the temporal integration of
memories does not necessarily contradict a role
for the dentate gyrus as a pattern-separation device: Memories could be made distinct from other
similar memories in the dentate gyrus by the millionplus mature neurons in this structure [whether
they were born during development or in adult
animals (26)] at the same time as distinct memories are given a specific time stamp (i.e., integrated)
by newly connected young neurons (21). Altogether, the neuroanatomical and modeling studies
described here suggest that neurogenesis has a
role in memory allocation. Nevertheless, the
findings could have alternative explanations.
For example, the connectivity of new neurons,
rather than dynamic memory cell-allocation
mechanisms, could be responsible for their
preferential incorporation into new memories.
This connectivity, however, could also have a
role of its own in memory allocation, with only a
subpopulation of some of the synapses initially
involved eventually being recruited into memory
storage. Below, we will review recent results that
suggest a synaptic allocation mechanism with a
time scale of minutes.
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dentate gyrus of rodents show high levels of
excitability (18, 19) and synaptic potentiation
(20). Neurobehavioral (21) and computational
(22) studies proposed that upon joining dentate
gyrus circuits, these newly born neurons are more
likely to be recruited into emerging memory
traces, thus suggesting that neurogenesis has a
role in memory allocation in the dentate gyrus.
A recent study (21) used 5-bromo-2′-deoxyuridine
(BrdU), a permanent stain that intercalates dividing
DNA, to label new neurons and genes known to
be activated by training (c-fos and ARC) to determine whether these newly born neurons were
engaged in spatial learning. The results (21) dem-

Synaptic Selection and Memory Allocation
Although our descriptions of memory allocation
thus far have focused on individual neurons,
memories are thought to be stored in the synapses
of those neurons (27, 28). Hence, single neurons
are likely to be involved in multiple memories.
Previous studies in the amygdala suggested that
individual memories can recruit as much as 20%
of all synapses of neurons engaged in that memory (16). Is the allotment of this synaptic space
random, or are there mechanisms that determine
synaptic selection during memory allocation?
Previous synaptic-tagging studies showed that
there are molecular physiological rules that determine which synapses are stably potentiated, suggesting that the commitment of specific synapses
to memory is not random. Molecular tags may
temporarily mark synapses activated during learning so that transcriptional products coming from
the cell body stabilize synaptic changes specifically in those synapses. (29–31).
As predicted by clustered-plasticity models
(31–33), long-term potentiation at a specific
synapse in a CA1 pyramidal neuron increases
the probability for potentiation at neighboring
synapses. This affects synapses within 10 mm of
the potentiated synapse, and the effect may last at
least 10 min (Fig. 2) (34). Potentiation of one
synapse did not change the responses or structure
of nearby synapses. Instead, it simply lowered
the threshold for the induction of these changes in
those synapses. In addition, potentiation of single
synapses broadened the time window effective at
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inducing potentiation in nearby synapses (34).
These findings may have implications for memory allocation because they suggest that events
closely associated in time (within 10 min of each
other) are likely to be allocated (i.e., trigger
synaptic modifications) to neighboring synapses
in recruited CA1 neurons (Fig. 2). How could the
potentiation of one synapse affect other nearby
synapses?
Studies that fluorescently labeled and imaged
specific biochemical changes in potentiated synapses demonstrated that some activated molecular components from one potentiated synapse can
reach other nearby synapses (35), whereas others
are spatially restricted to the activated synapses
(36, 37). Because only some of the activated
molecular components of potentiated synapses
are shared, this could account for why potentiation is synapse-specific while affecting the
probability of potentiation at nearby synapses.
Branch-specific changes in excitability (38) could
also affect synaptic selection mechanisms and
therefore modulate memory allocation.
The results reviewed above are exciting, but it
is important to note that the groundbreaking
methods used to potentiate and image synapses
could have affected the very biochemistry that
they were intended to study. Furthermore, it remains to be shown whether similar mechanisms are
at play during learning and memory. Nevertheless,
these and other related results suggest that there
are specific rules that regulate synaptic selection.
Thus, besides mechanisms that determine which
cells are engaged in a given memory, working
with time scales of hours and days (Fig. 1), there
may be also mechanisms, functioning with time
scales of minutes, that determine which synapses
are recruited. What would be the implications of
having allocation mechanisms with different
time scales? One possibility is that cell and
synaptic allocation mechanisms could set up
gradients of memory relatedness: Memories with
both overlapping cellular and synaptic domains
would be expected to be more interconnected
(more often co-retrieved) than memories that
only share similar cell populations (Fig. 2B). The
very different time scales of these processes
would limit memory integration at the synaptic
and cellular levels. Accordingly, synaptic integration would require closer juxtaposition of
events (seconds and minutes) than cellular allocation (hours and days).
The Allocation of Episodic Memories
Episodic memories usually involve extended
temporal interconnections between complex
stimuli. Memory allocation mechanisms could
potentially be used to set up partially overlapping
populations of neurons that could account for
these extended temporal interconnections. However, previous studies showed that very specific
features of complex stimuli only briefly activate
neurons in the human hippocampus and asso-
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ciated structures [such as the medial temporal
lobe (MTL)]. Activation normally lasts 300 to
600 ms and rarely continues beyond 1 to 2 s after
stimulus onset. However, episodic memories can
be much longer, and it is not known how they are
encoded in MTL. Are different components of an
episodic memory allocated to overlapping populations of neurons, or are they encoded in separate MTL neural circuits? Consistent with the
former possibility, prolonged activations of MTL
neurons in response to single episodes have now
been reported (39). The participants in these
experiments were epileptic patients with implanted electrodes in the MTL to help locate the
source of seizures. To trigger more extended episodic memories, participants were initially exposed to 5- to 10-s clips of movies while implanted
electrodes recorded responses from the MTL.
Nearly 10% of the 847 units recorded showed
prolonged responses throughout the entire replay
of the movie clip (i.e., during the whole episode).
Each episode included numerous related but
changing features that were nevertheless continuously recognized by single MTL neurons. Although there are many potential explanations for
this prolonged firing, one possibility is that
different episodic components present in different parts of the clip were allocated to the same
neurons. Another possibility is that firing of the
units recorded was not specific, which could
account for continued firing during the entire
clip; however, this was not the case. For example,
one of the units in the entorhinal cortex fired
specifically in response to a clip (among 48 clips)
of an episode of the television series The
Simpsons. Could the rules of cellular and synaptic memory allocation emerging from studies
in rodents also apply to human memory? Could
CREB-dependent mechanisms, neurogenesis,
and synaptic selection have a role in human
episodic memory formation? Studies like the one
mentioned above could start to address these
important questions.
Conclusions
Newly developed strategies for imaging, activating, and inactivating specific neurons in a given
brain region are changing the way neuroscientists
tackle traditional problems, and more importantly, they are opening up new areas of investigation, such as memory allocation. The results
reviewed here represent the first steps toward
uncovering the molecular and cellular strategies used by circuits to allocate information during encoding. They suggest that mechanisms
working at different time scales (including CREB
signaling, neurogenesis, and synaptic selection)
modulate the allocation of memory to specific
cells and synapses within a neural network.
Memory allocation will probably involve a
plethora of synaptic, cellular, and systems mechanisms regulated by a myriad of molecular
processes, including CREB. Beyond CREB, it
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is possible that other molecular components involved in the acquisition and consolidation of
memory may also regulate which cells are allocated to a given memory, as well as which synapses
in those cells are eventually recruited into encoding that information.
The results reviewed here suggest that there
are competitive mechanisms that affect memory
allocation. For example, new dentate gyrus neurons, amygdala cells with higher excitability, and
synapses near previously potentiated synapses
seem to have the competitive edge over other
cells and synapses and thus affect memory allocation with time scales of weeks, hours, and
minutes. Are all memory allocation mechanisms
competitive, or are there mechanisms of memory
allocation that do not involve competition? Even
though it is difficult to resolve this question at the
current time, it is important to note that most
mechanisms of memory allocation in computers
do not involve competition.
Studies of memory allocation may also have
an impact on the study of memory deficits. For
example, a number of studies have shown that
aging decreases both the excitability of neurons
in the hippocampal formation and the rates of
neurogenesis. Consequently, aging very likely
disrupts hippocampal memory allocation, which
could possibly contribute to age-related cognitive
decline. Disruptions of inhibition and modulatory
neurotransmission in psychiatric conditions are
also likely to affect memory allocation and, therefore, to be partially responsible for cognitive
impairments associated with these conditions.
Inappropriate associations between unrelated
events could conceivably be a reflection of abnormal memory allocation in psychiatric conditions such as schizophrenia.
Although memory allocation has only been
recently studied in neuroscience, there is a long
history of studies of memory allocation in computer science. Insights into the strategies that
allocate information in neuronal networks may
prove useful for the treatment of memory disorders and suggest innovative design principles
for effective allocation of memory in artificial
networks.
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Controller

The Optogenetic Catechism

Optical
signals
driving
actuators

Gero Miesenböck
An emerging set of methods enables an experimental dialogue with biological systems
composed of many interacting cell types—in particular, with neural circuits in the brain. These
methods are sometimes called “optogenetic” because they use light-responsive proteins (“opto-”)
encoded in DNA (“-genetic”). Optogenetic devices can be introduced into tissues or whole
organisms by genetic manipulation and be expressed in anatomically or functionally defined
groups of cells. Two kinds of devices perform complementary functions: Light-driven actuators
control electrochemical signals, while light-emitting sensors report them. Actuators pose questions
by delivering targeted perturbations; sensors (and other measurements) signal answers. These
catechisms are beginning to yield previously unattainable insight into the organization of neural
circuits, the regulation of their collective dynamics, and the causal relationships between cellular
activity patterns and behavior.

W

hat Is Optogenetics?
The 2019 revision of the Oxford
English Dictionary, which may be the
first to recognize the new word, will define optogenetics as “the branch of biotechnology which combines genetic engineering with optics to observe
and control the function of genetically targeted
groups of cells with light, often in the intact animal.” Although the foundations of the field were
laid in the late nineties and early naughts (1–12), the
term appeared in the literature only in 2006 (13).
Purists have remarked that “optogenetics” is a misnomer: similar coinages, such as optoacoustics or
optoelectronics, refer, respectively, to interactions of
light with sound and electrons. Optogenetics, by
contrast, has nothing to do with interactions between light and genes; what matters is the effects
of light on the protein products of genes.
What Kinds of Light-Sensitive Proteins
Are Used in Optogenetics?
There are two classes of optogenetic devices
(Fig. 1): sensors and actuators (1). Sensors transDepartment of Physiology, Anatomy and Genetics, University of Oxford, Parks Road, Oxford, OX1 3PT, UK. E-mail:
gero.miesenboeck@dpag.ox.ac.uk

late cell physiological signals into optical signals;
they make cellular function visible. Actuators
transduce optical signals into physiological signals; they make cellular function controllable.
The pleasing symmetry between sensing and actuation is practically important because sensors
and actuators together make up a complete experimental package: Actuators deliver controlled
perturbations, and sensors report system responses back.
Experimentation on Which Systems?
Optogenetics was developed to study information processing in the brain (1, 2, 13), but it is
certain to find many applications outside neuroscience. One vast, still entirely unexplored territory is information processing in the immune
system.
What Is Special About Constructing Light-Emitting
Sensors and Light-Driven Actuators from Proteins?
Proteins can be encoded in DNA. DNA molecules are stable, portable pieces of code that can
be packaged into many different kinds of delivery vehicles and integrated into the genome of
nearly any organism. Once a piece of DNA has
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Actuators
Depolarizing
chARGe
P2X2, TRPV1, TRPM8
channelrhodopsin-2
LiGluR
Hyperpolarizing
SPARK
halorhodopsin

Optical
signals
emitted
by sensors

Sensors
Membrane potential
FlaSh, SPARC,
VSFP, Mermaid
Calcium
cameleon, camgaroo,
pericam, G-CaMP
Synaptic transmission
synapto-pHluorin, sypHy

Fig. 1. Sensors and actuators. Light-driven
actuator proteins are used to control genetically
targeted cells in a circuit. The actuators transduce
optical commands into de- or hyperpolarizing currents. Light-emitting sensor proteins report changes
in membrane potential, intracellular calcium concentration, or synaptic transmission.
been introduced into a cell, endogenous machinery
is directed to produce the required protein. This
solves the problem of delivering experimental
agents deep into the tissues of intact organisms:
After genetic modification, the organism itself
generates the tools necessary for investigating its
function; biology is revealed through biology.
However, not all optogenetic devices are
wholly encodable. Some sensors (3, 14) and
actuators (8–10, 15, 16) depend, in addition
to a genetically encoded component, on small
molecules that must be fed or injected. Others
(11, 12, 17–19) require protein expression levels
so high that they cannot routinely be achieved by
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